2) Once I filled a 650 meg disk in 3
weeks so I feel a big disk for storage is
useful.
3) I got used to a large screen monitor
while using the Sun, so I have a 20
inch Moniterm Viking 2/72. At the moment I have no pressing need for color.
The large size screen is much more
useful for almost everything . I'd get a
no glare coating for the screen. Very
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helpful. I use a standard IBM screen for this
newsletter and it probably takes 8-10 times
longer because of the constraints of the screen.
All you need is to win a lottery to pay for the
equipmen t.
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with ChemText . I find it difficult to use,
nonintuitiv e, crashes, loses material,
and has some of the worst documenta~
tion I have seen. I suppose if you used it
a lot you'd get used to it. Personally I
can do everything I need in far more
pleasant ways. If anyone has used it
extensively and likes it feel free to send
a positive review.
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Figure 1
An Animatio n of Distillati on

Partn

The Stirrer

This is the second of a series of articles which
describe how to program an animated graphic
for distillation . The complete graphic shows
a flickering flame, a rotating stirrer bar, falling liquid, and a slowly increasing liquid distillate. In Part I the production of the flame

was described. In this part, we explore
the illusion of a spinning bar. It is
assumed that you have a copy ofCHEMUTIL-2(1) available for your Apple II
series microcomp uter.
3

A-BASIC listing of a program which
shows a spinning bar is given on page 20
of the CHEMUTIL-2 documentation. It
works by printing a series of images of the
bar. It uses the same principle that was
used to simulate the flame but with a
significant difference in application. The
flame printed characters directly over one
another, and it did not matter in which
order they were chosen. The bar uses two
characters printed side by side and the
order is important.
~oshow a half tum of the bar requires
the definition of ten new characters. These
are then printed in pairs rapidly. The
pain are shown in Figure 1.

. ~~Iturn of the bar requires rapid
pnnting 1n place of each pair in the order
ABC DE DC B A. A continuing loop like
that gives the illusion of a rotating stirrer
bar. The CHEMUTIL-2 program is not
quite as sophisticated as this in that it actually loops through ABC DE A. You can
see that if you add a delay to that program
so that each image stays on the screen for
a longer time(2). The result of that economy of code is that the bar has a small
hitch in its rotation which actually helps
theillusion.in that rotating magnetic bars
often have a small kick in an otherwise
smooth movement.
We need to rewrite the routine so that
it can be successfully integrated with the
fla~eroutine and the yet-to-be developed
falling drop code. The same logistical
problema must be solved as were encountered with the flame. An appropriate
program loop would be:Locate bar position : Print bar pair(A)
· : Delay : Locate bar position : Print bar
pair(B) : Delay : etc.
However, we must arrange to have the
full nine pair sequence for a full tum
rather than the truncated five pair sequence ofthe CHEMUTIL-2 example. The
reason is that we cannot be sure that the
bar will rotate fast enough so that the
hitch is acceptable when the flame and
falling drop animation are integrated into
it. We can rotate the bar slower and
maintain the illusion when the nine pair
sequence is in place. One way to code this
would be to have two loops. The first loop
prints images A to E and the second from
D to B. However execution time can be reduced by defining six more characters
which are duplicates of pairs D, C and B
respectively. Then successive full sweeps
through the eight pairs of characters will
constitute a series of full turns of the
stirrer bar. The additional six characters

lowing the ten characters already available in CHEMUTIL-2 starting at $7390.

time by a loop like FOR I = 1 TO 200
:CALL 31760: NEXT I.

Listing 1 will add the duplicated
c~aractersto CHEMUTIL-2 and Listing
2 1s the BASIC code for the rotating bar.
Notice the similarity of Listing 2 to the
program used to show the flickering
flame. The ability to stop the animation
by pressing the S-key has been included.

The next part of this series will
discuss how the two separate routines
for stirrer and flame can be integrated
s? that they appear to be executing
srmultaneously.Only machine language
source code will be given since BASIC
coding would execute too slowly for a
realistic illusion.

Listing 1

=

10 FOR I 1 to 48
20 Read X : POKE (29599 + I)){
30NEXTI
40 DATA 0, 0, 0, 120, 124, 126, 124, 120
60 DATA 0, 0, 0, 15, 31, 63 1 31, 15
60DATAO,O,O, 112,120,126,120,11 2
70 DATA 0, 0, 0, 7, 15, 31, 15, 7,
80 DATA 0, 0, 0, 96, 112, 120, 112,96,
90 DATA 0, 0, 0, 3, 7, 15, 7, 3,
Listing 2
10 CALL 25042 :PRINT"&" :REM
ENABLE CHEMUTIL-2 SET 2
20 FOR I = 106 TO 121 STEP 2
30 VTAB 10 : HTAB 10
40 PRINT CHR$ (I) + CHR$ (I + 1)
60 X= PEEK <-16368), 0 : IF X= 211
THEN I 122 : GOTO 80
60NEXTI
70GOTO 20
80 VTAB 20 : END

=

The source of the code is given for the
machine language version. Enter it into
your Apple with an assembler as via the
monitor. Then, after BWADing CHEMUTIL-2 and running Listing 1,
RUN 10 CALL 25042
20 CALL 31760
30 IF PEEK (31746) = 16 THEN
END
40GOTO 20
Notice that the resulting stirrer is
very jerky. That is because the delay, at
Line 71 of the source code, is too short so
that several bar images are drawn while
the monitor screenis being refreshed.
Try poking other values at 31861 ($7C75)
and seeing the effect on the bar.
The machine language version was
written so that the program terminates
when the.S-key is pressed or after 256
bar images have been shown. The latter
is controlled by the TOTSPN counter.
I~ effect can be negated by removing
Line 54 of the source code or by poking
31832,234:31833,2 34 and 31834,234.
It is useful when your overall program
requires that the animation cease
when the S-key is pressed or after a set

An Animation of Distillation
Partm
Combined Heating and Stining :
The two earlier parts of this
series showed how to write routines for
displaying a flickering flame and a spinning stirrer bar on the Apple graphics
screen using CHEMUTIL-2 (1) as the
character generator. In this article, I
shall describe how the routine can be
combined so that the flame and stirrer
appear to be activated simultaneously.
Since a BASIC program would execute
too slowly for effective animation only
the machine language source code is
given.
The overall algorithm is simple
in principle.Show flame (1), show stirrer (1), delay, show flame (2}, show
stirrer (2), delay, etc. As we have previously indicated, the delay is present
because it will allow us to control the
overall speed of the illusion and also
leaves room for the introduction of the
falling drop routine later.
This algorithm would work but
is too limited because the bar would
rotate at the same speed as the flame
flickered. the simple alternation of
flame and stirrer means that whatever
affects the speed ofone affects tihe speed
of the other. A rapidly flickering flame
with a slow stirrer would be impossible.
Fortunately, we have already allowed
for the latter poasibili ty when we wrote
the separate routines because they have
separate delay routines incorporated
into each. More importantly, we included the counter TOTCNT and
TOTSPN which allow an exit from either routine when the counters are zeroed by the executing programs. this is
the true significance of Line 48 and.
Line 54 in the FLAME and SPINNER

